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Abstract 
Listable objects in a locos are those which have a (finite) list of elements. Their full subcat- 
egory forms a 2-valued topos satisfying the axiom of choice. Listable objects are isomorphic to 
finite cardinals. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 18A99, 18B20 
1. Introduction 
This work starts from the premise that lists are one of the fundamental constructions 
in computing. Their centrality is due to their use in constructing inputs and outputs, and 
the influence this has on our notions of what constitutes a useful data type. These views 
are supported by [5] where the usual inductive types are inferred from the presence of 
lists, and the primacy of lists in the theory of languages and automata, e.g. [7]. 
This shift from sets (and their generalisation in toposes) and fimctions (cartesian 
closed categories) to lists (as presented in locoses) requires us to re-examine some of 
the basic concepts. This paper is concerned with that of finiteness, and was motivated 
by the desire to recover the main results of automata theory (which will appear in due 
course). 
There are many possible definitions of finite objects in a topos. The two best known 
are the finite cardinals, based on the natural numbers, and the Kuratowski finite objects 
(based on powerobjects). However, when representing finiteness computationally, the 
common approach is to simply list the elements. Hence, a listable object is one whose 
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elements can be listed. This is the concept which will be explored. The whole paper 
can be read as if working in the category of sets and functions. The results are not so 
surprising in this setting, but the constructions may still repay their examination. 
Morphisms from listable objects to decidable objects have unique epi-mono factori- 
sations. Further, the epimorphism is split, its target is finite, and the monomorphism is 
decidable. Let %?r be the full subcategory of finite objects in a locos %. It follows that 
2 (= 1 + 1) is a subobject classifier for %?r, which also satisfies the axiom of choice. 
In fact, Wf is a topos; powerobjects consist of those lists which are sublists of the list 
of elements. 
Happily, listable objects are all isomorphic to finite cardinals (determined by some 
1-N) so that there is no increase in the number of notions of finiteness. The topos 
analogue of the main theorem above has long been known [6], but its proof does not 
appear to generalise to locoses. The locos proof is more constructive, being based on 
lists of elements. 
The structure of the paper is as follows: Sections 26 fix some notation for lists, 
filters and sublists, and show how to represent sets and arrays using lists. Section 7 
defines the listable objects, and establishes their main properties. Section 8 constructs 
the correspondence with the finite cardinals. 
2. Lists 
A locos [3] is a lextensive category 59 [2] which has all list objects. Let us now 
review the main concepts and establish some notation. Composition of f : A+B and 
g : B-4 is written g.f : A-C. The period, and subscripts, may be eliminated when no 
confusion will result. 9? has finite coproducts: the initial object is 0 and the inclusions to 
the coproduct of A and B are i&J : A-+A+B and inr,Q : B+A+B. If f: A+C and 
g : B-42 are morphisms then their case construction is given by (f ,g) : A + B+C. 
The booleans are represented by 1 + 1 = 2 = boo1 with in1 = true and inr = 
false. Boolean operations, such as conjunction, given by A, are defined in the usual 
way. 
59 also has finite limits. The morphism ! : A-+1 is the unique morphism to the 
terminal object. The projections from the binary product of A and B are piO,,, : 
AxB+A and pil,,, : AxB-+B. pi2, etc. are used to denote projections from arbitrary 
finite products. The symmetry for the product is given by swap,,, : A xB+BxA. The 
pairing of f : X--A and g : X+B is (f ,g) : X-+AxB. The product of f : X-A and 
g : Y+B is f xg : XxY--+AxB. 
The distributivity of products over coproducts asserts that there is an isomorphism 
diStA,B,c : Ax(B + C)-+(AxB) + (AxC) 
which is inverse to (idxinl,idxinr). 
The lextensiveness of the category allows us to define conditionals. If P : A-boo1 
is a predicate then we can decompose A as B + C where P is true on B and false 
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on C. Then 
cond(P, f ,g) = if P then f else g 
= (f .inl, g.inr). 
We will use pattern-matching definitions freely, below. 
A subobject m : Ao-‘A is decidable if there is a predicate P : A-boo1 which decides 
m i.e. for which the following diagram is a pullback 
A,-A 
-I 
. I 
P 
1 a-boo1 . 
An object A is decidable if its diagonal A+AxA is. The corresponding predicate is the 
equality Eq : Ax/l+bool. If x, y : X+A are morphisms then Eq(x, y) may be denoted 
x = y : X--+bool. 
The list object LA of an object A can be characterised as an initial algebra. That 
is, there are (coproduct) inclusions nil : l-LA and cons : AxLA+LA and, given 
morphisms x : B-X and h : AxC+C there is a unique morphism f = f oldr(x,h) : 
LAxB-4, called the right fold of x and h, making the following diagram 
commute: 
B 
(nil, id> 
b LAxB -A~LLA~B 
h 
AxC 
LA can also be characterised [4] using left folds: it must be a coproduct via nil and 
cons and, if k : CxA+C is a left A-action then f oldl(k) : CxLA-C is the universal 
invariant of sh(k) : C xLA+CxLA given by 
sh(k)(idxnil) = (id,nil), 
sh(k)(idxcons) = kxid. 
That is, foldl(k) iterates the action of sh(k) until the result is tixed. 
Ll = N is the natural numbers object with 0 = nil and succ given by cons. If x : 
B-X and h : C-C then the iterator It(x, h) : NxB-42 is given by fold+, h.pil). 
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Here are some elementary list operations. 
map f = Lf = f oldr(ni1, cons.(f xid)) : LA+LB for f : A-tB, 
len = # = L! : LA-+N, 
isNil = (true, false) : LA S 1 + AxLA+bool, 
notNil = l.isNil : LA-+bool, 
hd=foldr(inr,inl.piO) : LA+A + 1, 
tail=foldr(nil,pil) : LA--+LA, 
take = It(id, tail) : N xLA-+LA, 
eta = cons.(id,nil) : A+LA, 
app=foldr(id,cons): LAxLA+LA, 
mu=foldr(nil,app) : LLA-+LA, 
tau=piO.foldr((nil,id),(consxid)(idxswap,pil)) : 
LAxB-+L(AxB), 
ltau = Lswap.tau.swap : AxLB-+L(AxB), 
mut=mu.Lltau.tau: LAxLB-+L(AxB). 
Note that mapping binds tighter than composition, so that Lg.f = (LG).f rather than 
L(g.f ). 
Many operations can be conveniently expressed using infix notation. For example, 
x@y = aw(x, v), 
a ::x= cons(a,x), 
[a]= eta.a. 
Lists admit proof by structural induction [3]. That is, for every predicate 
P : LA-+bool, if P.nil is true, and for all x : X-+LA and a : X-+A we have P.x 
implies P(a :: x), then P is true. 
3. Filters 
Predicates on an object A can be used to filter a list of A’s, that is to remove from 
the list those A’s which do not satisfy P. More generally, the predicate may take an 
additional parameter. 
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For each predicate P : AxB+bool define addm(P) : AxLAxB-+LAxB by 
addm(P)(a,x,b) = if P(a,b) then a :: x else x. 
That is, it adds a to the list iff P(a,b) is satisfied. 
Define f ilto(P) = f oldr((ni1, id), addm(P)) : LAxB+LAxB and 
f ilt(P) = piO.f ilto(P). 
Here are some elementary properties of filters. 
Lemma 3.1. Let f : A’+A, g : B’-+B, a : X-+A, b : X+B and x,y : X-+LA be 
morphisms and let P, Q : A xB-+bool be predicates. Then 
(i) notNi1.f ilt(P)([a], b) = P(a, b). 
(ii) A.LP.f ilt(P) = true. 
(iii) f ilt(P)(x@y, b) = f ilt(P)(x, b)@f ilt(P)(y, b). 
(iv) f iltc(Q).f ilte(P) = f ilta(P A Q) = f ilto(P).f ilto(Q). 
(v) Lf .f ilt(P(Lf xg)) = f ilt(P)Lfxg. 
(vi) mut(f ilt(P)xf ilt(Q))(piO,pi2,pil,pi2) = f ilt(R)(mut xid) where R(a, 
b,c) = P(A,c) A Q(b,c) for all a : X+A, b : X-+B and c : X-42. 
Proof. The first equation follows by simplification. Each of the other equations follows 
from two descriptions of the corresponding foldright in the following list. 
(ii) f oldr(true, pil). 
(iii) f oldr(f ilta(P), addmP). 
(iv) f ilto(P A Q). 
(v) f oldr((ni1, g), addm(P)( f x id)). 
(vi) f oldr((ni1, id), h) where 
h(a,x, y,c) = if P(a,c) then (ltau(a, y)@, y,c) else (x, y,c). 0 
4. Sublists 
Filtering makes lists smaller. To formalise this statement we must first define the 
ordering of lists. We will define x 5 y iff x - y = nil where x - y is defined by 
removing elements of y from x in the following manner. 
Define takem : LAxA-+LA by 
takem(ni1, b) = nil, 
takem(a :: x, b) = if a = b then x else a :: x. 
for any a, b : X-+A and x : X-LA. Define list subtraction and the sublist predicate by 
minus = f oldl(takem) : LAxLA-+LA, 
sub1 = isNil.minus, 
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respectively. We will often denote takem(x, a) by n - a and minus(x, y) by x - y and 
subl(x, y) by x < y. 
The idea is that if x 5 y then x can be obtained from y by deleting some of its 
elements, but without changing their order. For example, 1 :: 2 :: [4] is less than 
1 :: 2 :: 3 :: [4] but 1 :: 4 :: [2] is not. 
It follows from the properties of left folds that 
x - (y@) = (x - y) - 2. (1) 
Lemma 4.1. minus is order-preserving in its first argument. Hence, sub1 is a partial 
order. 
Proof. For the first statement, observe that takem is order preserving in its first argu- 
ment, and perform an induction. If x 5 y 5 z then x -z 5 y - z = nil. Hence sub1 
is transitive. Its reflexivity is a trivial induction. 
For anti-symmetry, the proof that x 5 y 5 x implies x = y is by induction on the 
structure of y. If y = nil then so is x. Assume that y = a :: s. If x - a = n then 
x 2 s 5 y 2 x. Hence x = s by induction. That is, a :: s 5 s, which is impossible 
(since # preserves the order). Hence x = a :: t for some t and so t 5 s < t which 
implies t = s by induction. q 
Lemma 4.2. x 5 y implies Lf .x < Lf .y for every morphism f : A-+B. 
Proof. Observe that Lf .x - f .a 5 L f. (x - a) and apply induction on the structure 
of y. 0 
Proposition 4.3. Let P, Q : AxB+bool be predicates, x : LA be a list and b : B. If 
P implies Q then 
f ilt(P)(x, b) < f ilt(Q)(x, b). 
Proof. By structural induction, and case analysis, using Lemma 4.1. 0 
5. Elements and intersection 
Define the element morphism to be eltA = notNi1.f ilt(Eq).swap : AxLA+bool. 
Let a E x denote elt(a,x). 
Lemma 5.1. Let f : A-+B be a morphism. Then a E x implies f.a E Lf .x. The 
converse holds ifs f is a monomorphism. 
Proof. First note that Ee, implies EqB(f x f) with equivalence iff f is a monomor- 
phism. Hence 
f ilt(EQ)(x, a) 5 f ilt(Eqs(f x f )).(x,a) 
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with equality iff f is a monomorphism, by Proposition 4.3. Thus notNi1.f ilt(Eq) 
implies notNi1.f ilt(Eq(f x f )). Now 
notNil.filt(Eq(f xf))=notNilLf.filt(Eq(f xf)) 
= notNi1.f ilt(Eq)(Lf x f) 
=elt(Lf xf) 
where the second equation follows from Lemma 3.1(v). 0 
Define the intersection of lists to be inter = filt(elt) : LAxLA+LA. Let x n y 
denote inter@, JJ). Note that n is not commutative, since the order, and multiplicities 
of the elements of x fl y are determined by x and not by y. 
Lemma 5.2. a E xny ifla E x and a E y. Also, intersection is idempotent, associative, 
and satisfies x n (y n Z) = x n (z n y). 
Proof. Each statement is a consequence of giving two constructions of a right fold. 
They are 
(i) f ilt(P) : LAxLAxA+LA where P(a,x,b) = a E x A a = b. 
(ii) f ilt(true) : LA--+LA. 
(iii) filt(Q) : LAxLAxLA+LA where Q(a,x, y) = a E x A a E y. 
(iii) filt(Q). q 
6. Arrays 
The basic look-up operation on arrays can be represented by entry = hd.take : 
NxLA+A + 1. Conversely, we may wish to locate a particular value in a list. Its 
position is given by 
pos(ni1, b) = 0, 
pos(a :: x,b) = if a = b then 0 else succ.pos(x,b). 
A simple induction shows that pos(x,a) 5 #x with equality iff a 9 x. 
Lemma 6.1. 
entry(pos(x,a),x) = if a E x then in1.a else inr, 
(pos + inr)dist(x,entry(n,x)) = if n < #x then n else inr 
for all a : X-A, x : X+LA and n : X-N. 
Proof. The proofs are by induction on the structure of x and of n, respectively. 0 
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The list of array positions is given by 
seq = f oldr(ni1, cons(0,Lsucc)) : N-+LN . 
In Sets it maps 0 to nil and succ.n to [0,1,2,. . . ,n - I]. 
Lemma 6.2. The following equations hold for any object Y and m, n : X-+N: 
entry(m,seq.n) = if m < n then in1.m else inr, 
filt(Eq)(seq.nxm) = if m < n then [m] else nil, 
Lentry.tau(seq.#, id) = Linl : LY+L(Y + I), 
L < .tau(seq, id) = Ltrue : N-+bool . 
Proof. The first equation is by induction on n. The 0 case is immediate. The successor 
requires case analysis on m. 
entry(O, seq.succ.n) = 0, 
entry(succ.m, seq.succ.n) = entry(m, Lsucc.seq.n) 
The other equations 
7. Listable objects 
= (succ + id).cond(m < n, inl.m, inr) 
= cond(succm < succn, inl.succ.m, inr). 
are proved similarly. 0 
Let A be an object with equality in a locos V. It is listable if there is a morphism 
all : l-+LA called a listing of A, such that the following diagram commutes: 
A (an, id) FLAXA 
\I eta filt (Eq) . 
LA 
This says that every element of A appears exactly once in all. Define 
rank = pos(al1, id) : A+N, 
find = entry( id, all) : N+A + 1 
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to represent the position of a value of type A in the listing, and to find entries in the 
listing, respectively. Clearly, f ind.rank = in1 : A-+A + 1 by Lemma 6.1. 
Theorem 7.1. Every morphism f : A+B from a listable object to one with equality 
in a locos V has a unique epi-mono factorisation 
Further, Bo is jinite, m is a decidable monomorphism, and q is a split epimorphism. 
Proof. Define an inverse image morphism f -’ : B+LA by 
(ally, id) filt(Eq(fxid)) 
B---+LAxB----------tLA. 
Then m is classified by P = notNi1.f -’ : B-+bool. 
Now, 
P.f = notNil.filt(Eq(fxid))(all, id).f 
= notNi1.f ilt(Eq( f x id))(idx f )(all, id) 
= notNi1.f ilt(Eq(f x f ))(all, id) 
-+ notNi1.f ilt(Eq)(all, id) 
= notNil.eta = true . 
The third equation follows from Lemma 3.1 and the reverse implication from Propo- 
sition 4.3. Hence, f = m.q for some unique q : A-+Bo. 
The listing for BO is given by 
4 
1 3 LA - LB,,. 
Its adequacy is shown by 
elt(id,Lq.allA) = elt(mxLm)(id,Lq.allA) 
= elt(id,L f .all)m 
= true 
where the first equation follows from Lemma 5.1. 
It follows from the definition of m that f -‘.m factors as cons(s, t) for some mor- 
phisms s : Bo-+A and t : Bo-+LA. Now m.q.s = f.s = m which shows that s is a 
splitting for q. 
Now assume that f = n.p is another epi-mono factorisation of f. Then n = m.x for 
some x by the definition of m while p.s provides the comparison in the other direction. 
Elementary arguments how that x and y are inverse. q 
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Theorem 7.2. If A is a finite object then it is exponentiable, i.e. for any object X 
then is an exponential XA = A-+X. 
Proof. The exponential of an object Y is given by the list which is the image of the 
list of all A’s, i.e. by the following pullback: 
im 
Yj ,LY 
I I #. 
1-N 
#. all 
Since #.Lf = # for any f : X+Y it follows that (->” is shapely over L [5] and hence 
is a strong functor, i.e. tau and ltau restrict to L,. 
For any morphism f : X xA-+Y we can define a morphism X+LY by 
(id,all) Lf 
x-XXLA ltauL(X xA) F LY. 
Its length is that of allA and so it factors through YA as required. Conversely, given 
a morphism g : X+YA define another XxA -+Y by eval.(gxid) where eval is given 
by factoring 
imxrank 
YAxA- 
entry.swap 
LYXNMY+l 
through Y. It remains to prove that these processes are inverse. In the proofs below, 
we will abuse the notation, and represent entry as being a morphism into (say) Y 
instead of Y + 1. Starting with f we have 
(id, all>x rank ltau x id 
XxA c XxLAxN - L(XxA)xN Lfxid ,LYxN 
idx rank 
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The upper edge is the result of applying both transformations, while the lower edge is 
simply f. 
Conversely, starting from g we have 
X (id, all) 
ltau 
FXXLA -L(XxA) 
mm.g I _&_j 
LY 
(id, Lrank.all) 
* LYxLN 
I swap I Lswap 
‘ly pxLy tau L(Nillw 
T 
id 
w LY 
The lower cell on the left commutes because the image of g has the same length as 
all. The lowest cell commutes by Lemma 6.2. 
Observe that the construction depends only on the length of all. We will return to 
this point in Section 8. 0 
Theorem 1.3. %‘f is a 2-valued topos satisfying the Axiom of Choice, whose inclusion 
to % is exact. 
Proof. First observe that %?sf has all finite limits, created in %. Let A and B be finite 
with listings given by allA and allB. Then AxB has listing given by 
(alL4,alb) 
1-Lz4xLB = L(A x B). 
The proof that this is a listing reduces to an application of Lemma 3.l(vi). Also, 1 
has listing given by eta : 1 +Ll . 
If f ,g : A-+B have equaliser e : E-A then factorise f ilt(Eq(f,g)).allA through 
the equaliser Le of Lf and Lg to obtain a listing for E. That this construction is 
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adequate, is shown by the commutativity of the following diagram: 
(al&id) 
FLExE 
The right edge is f ilt(Eq) by Lemma 5.1; the only square commutes by Lemma 3.1. 
The bottom edge is true by the definition of E. 
We have shown in Theorem 7.2 that exponentials of finite objects exist in % so 
that it remains to prove them finite. This can be accomplished through a little expo- 
nential arithmetic, but is not very enlightening. Instead, we will show that %Zr has all 
powerobjects, and hence is a topos [l]. 
Let A be finite with listing all. Then L-4 has an idempotent loop set defined 
by 
set(x) = all fl x 
set replaces an arbitrary list n by the sublist of all which has the same 
elements. 
Define ins : Y(A)-+LA to be the subobject fixed by set. Clearly, all factors 
through ins since intersection is idempotent. Now we will see that P(A) is the power- 
object of A. 
A subobject of AxB corresponds to a predicate P : AxB-+bool which yields 
(all,id) filt(P) 
B----+LAxB---+LA. 
This factors through S(A) as some d(P) : B-+9(A) since S(A) is closed under 
sublists. Conversely, for each morphism f : B+B(A) there is t,b(f) : AxB--+ 
boo1 given by 
idxins. f elt 
A x B -A x LA - bool. 
Clearly 4 and II/ are natural; it remains to prove them inverses. 
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Given P as above, we have the following commuting diagram: 
id x (all, Id) 
AxB- AxLAxB 
IdxfWP) Ax LA 
(au’ id’i 
LAxAxB 
idxswap =_ swap/ 
LAxBxA 
fut(~,)~ld ) iswap 
LAxA 
fllt<Eq)x id 
I 
LAxB 
flit(P) 
whose lowest cell commutes by Lemma 3.l(iv). The left-hand edge is etaxid since 
all is a listing. Post-composing the diagram with notNil makes the left-lower com- 
posite equal P by Lemma 3.1(i) and makes the upper-right composite qual +(4(P)). 
Conversely, given f : B+g(A) we have 
f ilt(elt(idx(ins.f)))(all, id) = f ilt(elt)(all, ins.f) 
= all n ins.f = ins.f 
which shows that 4($(f)) = f. 
That %?r is 2-valued and satisfies the Axiom of Choice follows directly from Theo- 
rem 7.1. Let f : A--+B be a morphism between finite objects. If it is a monomorphism 
then its unique epi-mono factorisation is f .id and so f is a decidable monomorphism. 
Hence, 2 is a subobject classifier in %r. Similarly, if f is an epimorphism then its 
factorisation as id.f shows that it is a split epimorphism. Hence, every epimorphism 
splits in %‘f, i.e. it satisfies the Axiom of Choice. 
Finally, we must show that the inclusion is exact. Finite limits in %r are created 
from those in %‘, and so are preserved automatically. In general, power objects are not 
preserved by the inclusion to 59 (even if they exist) so that right exactness remains to 
be established. 
If A and B are finite then so is A + B with listing 
(alL4,allB) LinlxLinr 
1 -LA xLB app -L(A+B)xL(A+B)-----+ L(A + B). 
The initial object is trivially finite. 
Let h : B-+C be the coequaliser in %f of f, g : A-B. Consider a morphism k : B+X 
in % which coequalises f and g. If C is decidable then k has epi-mono factorisation 
as m.q. Hence q coequalises f and g in Vr and so factors through h, whence k does, 
too. In general, the factorisation of k through h is given by k = (k.s)h where s is 
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the splitting of h. To establish the equation requires the construction of the morphism 
B-+9(B) which produces the equivalence classes of elements of B, a task left to the 
patient reader. 0 
8. Comparisons 
Various notions of finiteness have been proposed for toposes; most prominent are 
the finite cardinals and Kuratowski finite objects [6]. Unlike the former concept, the 
latter does not extend to locoses since it is expressed in terms of power objects. 
Every global number n : l+N determines a predicate P, : N--+bool where P&r) = 
x < n. Given a pullback 
1 true ) boo1 
then N,, is a jinite cardinal. Equivalently, N,, is given by the pullback 
NLl lP.NxN 
I I succ.plus 
where in = piO.ip. 
Theorem 8.1. The jinite cardinal are exactly the listable objects. 
Proof. Let N, be a finite cardinal. The following diagram is a pullback: 
Li 
LN-LN n 
I I 
LP” 
N Ltrue + Lboo1 
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since the list functor preserves them. Also, LP,.seq.n = (L <).tau(seq, id).n = 
Ltrue.seq.n by Lemma 6.2. Hence seq.n = Lin.alln for some alln : l-+LN,, which 
is a listing for N,, since 
x E alln = in.x E Lin.alln 
= in.x E seq.n 
= in.x 5 n = true 
by Lemmas 5.1 and 6.2. 
Conversely, let A be listable with listing all : l-L,4 and let n = #.all. Then 
(Pn + false)pos(all, id) = true. Hence, pos.(all, id) = in.f for some f: A+N,. 
Conversely, 
entry.(i, all) : N,-+A + 1 
factors as in1.g for some g : N,+A. That f and g are inverse follows from Lemma 6.1. 
0 
The topos analogue of Theorem 7.3 can be found in [6]. Its proof relies on Freyd’s 
characterisation f the natural numbers object [6, Theorem 6.141, which seems unlikely 
to hold in an arbitrary locos (though by adding parameters to his exactness conditions, 
one obtains the convergent natural numbers [4]). 
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